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By Mike Iles

In a prior PNS Viewpoints article, I sought to answer whether it was possible to use a pre-need 
marketing program to gain competitive advantage, and I concluded that it was, having 
presented actual results for a location we own and operate.  In addition, having served numer-
ous clients over a long period of time, we can also conclude from their results that it is possible.  
But, where many funeral home owners have tried, and not secured competitive advantage, I’ll 
attempt to explain how a funeral home gains competitive advantage in this way. 

To state the obvious, the program must be successful, but what is the definition of success?  
We use four measures to define a successful program:  The first is the pre-need to at-need ratio 
(PN/AN) and this statistic measures the short term success of the program, usually a calendar 
year.  The denominator is the funeral home’s current annual call volume, less trade calls, 
indigent and infant cases.  The numerator is the number of new funded pre-need sales sold 
during the same year, less partial sales for existing pre-need customers.  Our objective is 50% 
PN/AN based upon experience that a result less than this may not lead to competitive advan-
tage.  But, achieving a 50% PN/AN ratio or even much higher in the short term does not lead 
to competitive advantage, rather this must be sustained over time and to measure this we turn 
to the more important pre-need (PN) backlog.  The PN backlog is measured by total in-force 
PN contract volume divided by your annual sales, again net of trade work, indigent or infant 
cases.  The result is a multiple, in years, of the impact of your PN file on your future AN sales.  
Our experience is that a result below 3.0 (years) may not translate into competitive advan-
tage and a result exceeding 5.0 probably will.  This is the key measure of the likely impact of 
your PN sales on your AN results. 

Other important measures include:  13th month persistency, which measures the percentage 
of the PN contract volume still in force after one year.  A result below 85% can suggest various 
types of problems such as an over-reliance on call-in and walk-in clients, over-selling, or a 
dissatisfaction with the PN sales process or salesperson.  In mature programs, we also 
measure the PN replacement ratio which is the number of new contracts sold divided by the 
number of contracts maturing.  A ratio greater than one leads to a growing PN backlog, with 
the converse resulting in a declining PN backlog.  Also related to the health of a PN program, 
we measure burial and cremation contract averages and like to explore disposition prefer-
ences as an indicator of where our market is headed.  We hope you’re finding this series inter-
esting, and additional articles will explore other topics pertinent to this subject.  In the mean-
time, if you would like to learn more about this subject or have questions, please feel free to 
contact me at (800) 677-0969 x107.  
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PreNeed Systems, an award winning provider of pre-need marketing, contact management and 
administrative services for family owned funeral homes, is pleased to provide you with 
another service…PNS Viewpoints.  One of our goals is to share information in order to keep 
clients informed.  By discussing topics pertinent to pre-need, we wish to help our clients 
make better decisions in order to strengthen their business.  PreNeed Systems is proud to 
work with funeral homes who consider their pre-need sales program to be a strategic part of 
their business.  PNS Viewpoints is provided to you without expectation.  If you would like 
more information about PreNeed Systems or this topic, please contact Vice President of 
Sales, Lori Crabb @ lori.crabb@preneedsystems.com or (800)869-7704 ext. 410.
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